How to Make Paper Snowflakes

1. Start off with a plain piece of paper.
2. Cut your paper in half leaving two long pieces.
3. Fold your half sheet back and forth evenly.
4. Make your folded paper into an accordion.
5. Take your accordion pieces and staple the middle.
6. Create a design on an extra strip of paper.
7. Cut your design out and remove the bottom portion of the strip.
8. All you should have here is your cut out design.
9. Trace your design on top of the accordion piece.
10. Trace your design onto the accordion.
11. Cut out your design.
12. Repeat steps 9 to 11 on the opposite side of the accordion.
13. Glue one side of the accordion and flip to the other side. Repeat on side that is not together.

Now you have your snowflake!